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Where it all began …
❖ Suddenly you are in charge of all the planners for materials, for 

production, and for master scheduling

❖ How do you know what each person is and should be doing?
❖ How can you give track their activity?
❖ How can you give guidance?
❖ How can you find the root causes of problems and make systemic 

corrections?

❖ I was faced with this in an electronics plant in Puerto Rico, in 1983, when (as a 
younger man) I was to take over all production and material planning functions, 
hire new managers, and teach the staff how to utilize their “MRP” system



Planner Activities fall into 4 Metric Areas 

❖ 4 Metric Areas
❖ Material planning
❖ Order allocation and release
❖ Unplanned stockroom activity
❖ Service and investment levels

❖ Each area has several measurements or metrics

❖ All areas and metrics have targets or goals



Original Template for data capture 
and reporting



Original Template for Individual Metrics in an Area 
Paper and Pencil “data collection”



Summary Template for an Area 
“Manual” Performance Reporting



Material Planning Metrics 
What I wanted to see happen …

❖ Watching over the timely planning messages

❖ Approving work order messages without component 
parts shortages

❖ Reducing stock-outs 

❖ Tracking inventory investment



Back Then 

❖ As the “data” built up, I was able to “show” the staff 
why problems were happening with inventory and with 
production

❖ But the data built up slowly

❖ And the data collection and reporting were also slow - 
and labor intensive



Fast Forward to the Tools of Today
❖ Built-in “operational performance metrics” in modern 

ERP allow this data to be gathered instantly

❖ On-line “watch lists” alert a worker immediately to 
unwanted situations

❖ Managers and planners can collaborate on resolving the 
source of problems right away

❖ Reinforces the message of “why” you are watching 
and “what” you should be doing



Material Planning Metric #1 
An example using Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne software  

❖ Purchase order messages, not yet released, but already “late”

❖ “B” message types are how these are shown to the planner

❖ Is this a result of schedule changes?

❖ Is the message from master data errors – bad inventory counts?  inaccurate BOM’s?

❖ In a minute or two, you can develop a “Saved Query” over a standard inquiry - the MRP Detailed Message Review 
P3411

❖ You are looking for all messages of type = B

❖ In another minute, you can add a watch list to that Query to instantly highlight the number of these messages, and alert 
the planner when there are too many of them.  For example, set

❖ Warning threshold = 5 “B” messages

❖ Critical threshold = 10 “B” messages

❖ Adjust these for your situation - based on the number of planners and items

❖ Lower the thresholds gradually over time as performance improves - This is the big benefit of on-line performance 
reporting:  Guiding your planner gradually to the optimal situation

❖ Don’t try to boil the ocean or solve all the world’s problems at first!



Out of the box Query of “B” messages 
focusing on“Plan & Expedite” situations



A simple command “saves” that 
query to be run instantly, on-demand



This simple box creates the “Watch  
List” and thresholds



The “B” message Watch List Results 
drive the Planner’s attention!



Expand the Scope

❖ Use the same tools to filter the results by purchasing 
buyer, by planning family, by commodity, and so on

❖ Let the software create dashboards and metrics to track 
that performance over time



A Performance Report helps to 
spotlight where trouble is happening



Easy to construct tables offer another way to 
summarize and “drill” to the underlying 

problems



Organize it all into “Dashboards” to drive 
behavior through visibility and directed 

actions



RECAP – Material Planning Metric #1 

❖ “B” messages for PO’s – we need to change this behavior
❖ “Order and Expedite” immediately
❖ A key sign that something is “wrong”
❖ Planners need to stay on top of these messages to minimize 

subsequent expediting

❖ Detailed Message screen can provide
❖ Saved Query 
❖ Watch Lists
❖ Suitable for an individual planner or buyer to monitor their own 

messages



Rinse and Repeat

❖ Apply the same ideas to other metrics that drive the 
performance of a material planner

❖ Extend the same approach to production planners, 
master schedulers, stock room clerks, and so on!

❖ The next few pages are a high level list



Material Planning Metrics

❖ Watching over the timely planning messages

❖ Approving work order messages without component 
parts shortages

❖ Reducing stock-outs 

❖ Tracking inventory investment



Production Control Metrics

❖ Watching over the timely release of work orders to the 
shop floor

❖ Monitoring the status of open work orders 

❖ Ensuring completed work orders are closed promptly

❖ Understanding the causes of missed work order due 
dates



Master Scheduling Metrics

❖ Ensuring that “A” and “B” items have
❖ A sufficient supply plan through WO’s and repetitive rates
❖ A minimum of on-hand stock in a make-to-stock 

environment

❖ Ensuring that “C” items do not have any past due 
customer orders
❖ Both for current orders, and
❖ For projected or forecasted demand



Service Level Metrics 

❖ Metric #1 – Item stock-outs with existing demand

❖ Metric #2 – Item Stock-outs without demand

❖ Metric #3 – Out of stock aging

❖ How long have items with demand been out of stock?



Investment Metrics

❖ Investment levels in the past
❖ Track through standard business intelligence 

applications

❖ Projected investment levels in the future
❖ Track through planning applications that anticipate 

future inventory levels



Summary: 
The Keys to Using Metrics to Manage Behavior

• There are multiple Metric Areas for Material 
Controllers, Production Controllers, and Master 
Schedulers
• Each area has several measurements or metrics
• Each metric is a summary of the available data

• All areas and metrics have targets or goals



And Finally: 
Tracking Planner Activities through Metrics

❖ How do you know what each person is and should be doing?
❖ How can you give track their activity?
❖ How can you give guidance?
❖ How can you find the root causes of problems and make systemic corrections?

❖ Watching a “scorecard” is the best and fastest way to change 
behavior and improve performance

❖ Make sure that the right changes come from the reactions to your measurements
❖ Support the measuring activities with education, coaching, and guidance
❖ Consider appropriate rewards for changed behavior
❖ Lead from the top – coordinate measurements with top management behavior



Thank you for Your Time

❖ Please contact Joel for more examples and 
‘how to’ discussions


